### 1. BACKGROUND
1.1 START TIME

1.2 FIELD WORKER’S CODE

1.3 DATE OF INTERVIEW

1.4 NAME OF PERSON WHO HAS CHANGED RESIDENCE

1.5 ID FOR PERSON WHO HAS CHANGED RESIDENCE

1.6 PERSON’S LINE NUMBER IN HOUSEHOLD

1.7 ID OF ROOM WHERE PERSON USED TO SLEEP

1.8 RESULT OF INTERVIEW

### 2. DESTINATION AND CIRCUMSTANCES OF CHANGE OF RESIDENCE
2.1 DESCRIBE PART OR NEIGHBOURHOOD OF THE DSA EA WHERE THE PERSON HAS MOVED TO (using landmarks, shops, bars, kiosks, church, schools, etc)

2.2 WHAT WAS THE MOST IMPORTANT REASON THAT GOT THE PERSON TO MOVE FROM THIS RESIDENCE TO THE NEW PLACE?

2.3 DATE OF CHANGE OF RESIDENCE: ON WHICH DATE DID THE PERSON LEAVE THIS RESIDENCE?

2.4 WHEN THE PERSON LEFT THIS RESIDENCE, DID HE/SHE MOVE (A) ALONE, (W) WITH WHOLE HOUSEHOLD, (P) WITH PART OF HOUSEHOLD?

### 3. RESPONDENT’S PARTICULARS
3.1 RESPONDENT’S NAME

3.2 RESPONDENT’S ID

3.3 RESPONDENT’S RELATIONSHIP TO PERSON WHO CHANGED RESIDENCE

3.4 END TIME

### 4. OFFICE/FIELD CHECK DETAILS
4.1 FS CODE & CHECK DATE

4.2 OFFICE CODE & CHECK DATE

4.3 RECORD ANY GENERAL COMMENTS ABOUT INTERVIEW OR PERSON CHANGING RESIDENCE

---

1. **Result of interview**: 1=completed; 2=no competent respondent at home; 3=Entire household absent for extended period; 4=refused; 8=other (specify)

2. **Reason for change of residence**: *Family Related*: 11=family/friend left; 12=Got married; 13= Moved with family/relatives; 14=Divorced/widowed/ separated; 16=other family related *Security related*: 21=Insecurity (unsafe); 26=other security related

   *Housing features*: 31=poor housing; 32=lack of amenities (e.g. toilet/bath/water access/electricity); 33=Room/house was small; 34=Structure/room damaged/renovated/demolished; 35=noisy/crowded; 36=other housing related

   *Job related*: 41=Lost job here, 42=Poor job prospects; 43=Other job related

   *Cost related*: 51=Can not afford rent/rent too high; 56=other cost related

   *Health related*: 62=Dirty environment; 66= other health related

   *Distance related*: 71=inaccessible/far from road or main path

   *Conflict related*: 81= argued with family/friend; 82= Civil conflict; 83=Evicted; 86=other conflict related

   *Other reasons*: 91=Just for a change; 98=Don’t know; 96=other

3. **Relationships**: AUN=Aunt; BIL=Brother-in-law; BRO= Brother; CHD = Child; COU=Cousin; CWF = Co-wife; DIL = Daughter-in-law; GCH = Grand child; GDP = Grand parent; HUS = Husband; NEP= Nephew; NIE=Niece; NRL = Not related; PAR = Parent; PIL = Parent-in-Law; SIL=Sister-in-law; SIS=Sister; SLF =Self; SOL= Son-in-law; STP=Step Child; STA=Step parent; UNC=Uncle; UNK = Unknown relation; WIF = Wife; OTH = Other (specify)